
 

Elizabeth Mason 
Nick names:  
Chop, Mayday, Lizzie 
 

Position with MBS:  

Senior Environmental Scientist 
 

Joined MBS in:  

August 2011 
 

First Project at MBS:  

Waste Water Treatment Plant Department of Health Approval (Panoramic Resources) – yay! 
 
 

Capabilities:  
Environmental impact assessment, mining and exploration approvals, mine closure planning and environmental management for 
mining and exploration. 
 
Education: 
I went to St Joachims High School in Victoria Park and once I graduated started studying biotechnology at Murdoch University.  About 
halfway through the year I had the dreaded monday morning lecture which really interfered with having a good sunday session the 
night before, (not that I let it stop me).  Consequently I turned up at the wrong lecture theatre Monday morning only to find it was an 
environmental science lecture.  I loved it and changed courses immediately.  It worked out for the best as my “sterile technique” in the 
biotechnology lab turned out to be not so sterile…who knew you weren’t supposed to break the autoclave tape with your  
teeth!  I was enchanted by mining which was handy because no one else in my course (except for Dave Swain) seemed to be and I 
figured there would be more jobs for me.  I did my honours with KCGM conducting small vegetation surveys and rehabilitation trials.  It 
was during this time that I was introduced to WASM boys and why it is important to close your eyes when doing laybacks at 
Sylvesters…fun times! 
 
Where I’m from and how I ended up at MBS: 
After travelling around a bit, I have always wanted to stay here.  I had numerous jobs during my university career including pumping 
petrol and receiving “dole” forms on the front desk of Centrelink where some clients were shocked at being greeted (a simple ‘hello’) 
and told me how unusual it was to see someone smiling at Centrelink.  My first real job (after being an environmental officer for three 
months with local government) was with Plutonic Gold Mine where I was the first ever “enviro” they had, and I was a female graduate.  
I remember on my third day being told to “f*** off” by the Metallurgy Manager after asking for water use details for the process plant.  
There were a few tears and then some hardening up.  I stayed for 2 years after which time I went travelling, came back, worked briefly 
at Sons of Gwalia Marvel Loch Operations and then moved to Perth and worked in Health, Safety and Environment at Pfizer 
(pharmaceutical manufacturing) for four years.  I then moved to KBR for six years working on Environmental Impact Assessment for a 
variety of linear projects after which time I was seconded to Approvals for Rio Tinto Iron Ore Projects such as Hope Downs 1  
and 4 until starting with MBS in 2011. 
 
Something you didn’t know about me:   
I knocked some poor fellow’s tooth out whilst performing some killer moves on the dance floor at a concert  
recently.  I also harbour dreams of writing my own novel one day (who doesn’t?)… 
 

Favourite quote from client:  
“…well get over there with a couple of buckets and help them put it out!!!!”  
(In response to telling the client there was an inability by a Subcontractor to supply engineering  
information required to complete the document because their building was on fire.) 
 


